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ABSTRACT
Despite recent improvements in computational methods for protein design, we still lack a quantitative, predictive understanding of the intrinsic probabilities for amino acids to adopt particular side-chain conformations. Surprisingly, this question has remained unsettled for many years, in part because of inconsistent results from different experimental approaches.
To explicitly determine the relative populations of different side-chain dihedral angles, we performed all-atom hard-sphere
Langevin Dynamics simulations of leucine (Leu) and isoleucine (Ile) dipeptide mimetics with stereo-chemical constraints
and repulsive-only steric interactions between non-bonded atoms. We determine the relative populations of the different v1
and v2 dihedral angle combinations as a function of the backbone dihedral angles / and w. We also propose, and test, a
mechanism for inter-conversion between the different side-chain conformations. Specifically, we discover that some of the
transitions between side-chain dihedral angle combinations are very frequent, whereas others are orders of magnitude less
frequent, because they require rare coordinated motions to avoid steric clashes. For example, to transition between different
values of v2, the Leu side-chain bond angles j1 and j2 must increase, whereas to transition in v1, the Ile bond angles k1
and k2 must increase. These results emphasize the importance of computational approaches in stimulating further experimental studies of the conformations of side-chains in proteins. Moreover, our studies emphasize the power of simple steric
models to inform our understanding of protein structure, dynamics, and design.
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INTRODUCTION
For most amino acid types, there are a small number
of side-chain conformations that are highly populated,1
both in protein crystal structures and in solution. Any
particular residue in a crystal structure adopts only one
of these conformations, and it is presumed that the conformation that is adopted is significantly affected by local
interactions.2–4 For unfolded proteins and short peptides in solution, however, side-chains sample different
conformations as the system thermally fluctuates.5–13
Nevertheless, studies have suggested that the different
side-chain conformations sampled in the unfolded state
mirror the set that is observed in a large ensemble of
protein crystal structures.
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Because of their role in protein stability,14–17 secondary structure determination,3,18 and protein–protein
interactions,19,20 it is important to develop the ability
to understand and predict the probability distributions
of amino acid side-chain dihedral angles. Although in
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Figure 1
(a) X-ray crystal structure in ribbon representation of a coil region of
the protein T4 Lysozyme (PDB ID: 1L63) with Leu 15 highlighted. (b)
Close-up of Leu 99, which occurs on an a-helical segment in the core
of T4 Lysozyme. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

the unfolded state there may be instances of residual
structure, the dominant determinant of side-chain conformations in the fully denatured state is local steric constraints.21,22 Thus, it is reasonable to model the
equilibrium probability distributions for the side-chain
dihedral angles for an amino acid in a denatured protein
using molecular simulations of an isolated dipeptide
[Fig. 1(a)], where the backbone and side-chain conformations can transition among different states.
As a protein folds to its native state, the conformational space available to a given side-chain becomes
increasingly more restricted, until in the folded protein,
the side-chain is essentially fixed [Fig. 1(b)] and cannot
substantially change its conformation without unfolding
the protein to some degree.4,23 For example, Vajpai
et al.10 measured the side-chain dihedral angle v1 for
each residue in the urea denatured states of ubiquitin
and the B1 domain of IgG-binding protein G. They
found that the predominant rotamer observed in the
folded protein was not necessarily the rotamer observed
in the urea denatured state. About half of the residues in
each protein populated 20% or less the side-chain conformation that occurs in the native state. Similarly, the
side-chain v1 values for leucine (Leu) and isoleucine
(Ile) in an infrequently populated intermediate state and
the native state have been shown to be quite different.8,9
One can thus envision two different types of probabilities. An out-of-equilibrium (observed) side-chain dihedral
angle probability distribution P o ðv1 ; v2 Þ obtained by averaging the side-chain dihedral angle conformations for a
given amino acid type over each fixed crystal structure and
an equilibrium side-chain dihedral angle probability distribution P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ obtained by averaging the side-chain
conformations of a single residue (or dipeptide) over time
as it undergoes thermal fluctuations. This manuscript will
focus on characterizing the similarities between these two
side-chain dihedral angle distributions for Leu and Ile
(Fig. 2). We chose the amino acids Leu and Ile because
they are abundant in proteins and well studied.24,25 In

Figure 2
Stick representations of leucine (left) and isoleucine (right) dipeptide
mimetics, N-acetyl-L-Leu-methylamide and N-acetyl-L-Ile-methylamide,
respectively. The carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen atoms are
shaded green, blue, red, and white. The backbone dihedral angles /
and w, side-chain dihedral angles v1 and v2, and bond angles j1 and j2
on Leu (k1 and k2 on Ile) are indicated. The residues before and after
the ith central residue are labeled i21 and i 1 1. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

addition, Leu and Ile are hydrophobic and not highly
charged so that a simple hard-sphere model with stereochemical constraints can accurately reproduce their sidechain dihedral angle distributions.26,27
We perform Langevin Dynamics simulations of a hardsphere model for Leu and Ile dipeptide mimetics with
imposed stereochemical constraints on the bond lengths
and angles and calculate the equilibrium probability distributions for the side-chain dihedral angles P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ. We
compare the results of the Langevin Dynamics simulations
to the side-chain dihedral angle distributions P o ðv1 ; v2 Þ
obtained from a high-resolution non-redundant subset of
coil structures (“Wu Coil-3 library”) from the protein data
bank (PDB).28 We find significant similarities between the
predicted and observed distributions, but also point out
several key differences.
From the hard-sphere Langevin Dynamics simulations,
we also show that transitions from one frequently sampled
side-chain conformation to another occur when the j1;2
(k1;2 ) bond angles among the atoms Cb -Cg -Cd1;2 (Ca -Cb Cg1;2 ) are larger than the values obtained from averaging
the j1;2 (k1;2 ) bond angles over all Leu (Ile) residues in
high-resolution protein crystal structures. Further, the probability distributions Pto ðj1;2 Þ (Pto ðk1;2 Þ) for the j (k) bond
angles in the transition regions of v1-v2 space are shifted to
larger values than the full bond angle distributions from all
observed high-resolution crystal structures. These results
suggest that larger than average values of the bond angles
j1;2 and k1;2 enable transitions among particular side-chain
dihedral angle conformations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We studied all-atom hard-sphere representations of
leucine (N-acetyl-L-Leu-N0 -methylamide) and isoleucine
PROTEINS
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(N-acetyl-L-Ile-N’-methylamide) dipeptide mimetics, as
shown in Figure 2. The Leu and Ile dipeptide mimetics
possess 24 bonds between pairs of atoms and 42 bond
angles (including bonds that involve hydrogen atoms)
between atom triples. The averages and standard deviations of the bond lengths (lij0 and Dlij ), bond angles (u0ijk
and Duijk ), and x backbone dihedral angles (x0ijkl  0
and Dxijkl ) were obtained for Leu and Ile from a database of high-resolution protein crystal structures, that is,
the “culled Dunbrack database”, and are listed in the
Supporting Information. This database is a subset of protein ctystal structures with resolution  1.0 Å and R
factor  0.2 from the PDB provided by Dr. Roland Dunbrack, Jr.29,30 Note that this data set is not a subset of
the set presented in Shapovalov and Dunbrack,31 even
though a similar methodology was used to obtain it. The
selected subset of protein crystal structures includes 2204
Leu and 1555 Ile residues. This subset of structures is
just one of several high-resolution protein databases that
could have been used.32,33
The atomic diameters ri, C(sp3): 1.5 Å, C(sp2): 1.4 Å,
N: 1.4 Å, O: 1.35 Å, and H: 1.05 Å, are similar to values
employed in previous studies,26,27,34–36 except the oxygen diameter was decreased from 1.4 Å to 1.35 Å to
improve sampling in /-w space.36 Hydrogen atoms were
added to the dipeptide using the REDUCE software program.37 The simulations of the dipeptide mimetics
include the following four interaction potentials between
spherical atoms i and j: (1) a purely repulsive LennardJones potential,38


rij
VLJ ¼ e 12
rij

 6 !2



H rij 2rij ;

(1)

where e is the characteristic energy scale of the interaction, rij is the separation between non-bonded atoms i
and j, rij ¼ ðri 1rj Þ=2, and HðxÞ is the Heaviside step
function that prevents interactions between atoms when
they are not in contact; (2) a harmonic potential to constrain the bond lengths,
VBL ¼

2
K lij 
rij 2lij0 ;
2

(2)

where K lij ¼ T =ðDlij Þ2 and T is the temperature in units
of the Boltzmann constant; (3) a harmonic potential to
constrain the bond angles,
VBA ¼

2
K uijk 
uijk 2u0ijk ;
2

(3)

where K uijk ¼ T =ðDuijk Þ2 ; and (4) a harmonic potential
to constrain the two xijkl dihedral angles (defined by the
groups of four atoms Ca;i21 2Ci21 2N2Ca and Ca 2C2
Ni11 2Ca;i11 ) to be planar,
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Vx ¼

K xijkl 2
xijkl ;
2

(4)

where K xijkl ¼ T =ðDxijkl Þ2 . Note that the spring constants
K lij ; K uijk , and K xijkl are chosen so that the standard deviations at temperature T of the bond lengths, bond angles,
and x dihedral angles match those for Leu and Ile residues from the culled Dunbrack database of highresolution protein crystal structures. The total potential
energy V of a dipeptide is obtained by summing the
interactions in Eqs. (1)–(4) over all non-bonded pairs of
atoms, bonds, bond angles, and the two backbone dihedral angles x that occur in each dipeptide:
V¼

X
i>j

1

VLJ ðrij Þ1
X

X

VBL 1

bonds

X
bond angles

Vx :

VBA
(5)

x dihedral angles

We performed implicit-solvent Langevin dynamics
simulations of Leu and Ile dipeptide mimetics by
numerically integrating
mi

d 2~
d~
r i ~ oV
ri
1C i 2
¼ 2n
dt 2
dt
o~
ri

(6)

for the atomic positions ~
r i , where mi is the mass of
atom i, the Gaussian-distributed, d-function correlated
C i ðtÞ  ~
C j ðt 0 Þi ¼
random forces ~
C i on atom i obey h~
0
2nT dij dðt2t Þ, and dðxÞ (dij) is the Dirac (Kronecker) dfunction. We implemented a modified Velocity
Verlet algorithm39 to integrate Eq.
(6) ﬃwith a time step
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Dt ¼ 1024 t0, where t0 ¼ rH mH =e, and damping
parameter n ¼ 5et0 =r2H .
The initial atomic velocities were drawn from a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at temperature T  , where
T  ¼ T =e  1022 . The ratio T=e determines the average
amount of overlap (that is, pair separations that satisfy
rij < rij ) between non-bonded atoms that occurs in the
simulations. In the ðT =eÞ ! 0 limit, the system explores
only sterically allowed conformations. We showed in previous studies36 that the average number of overlaps between
pairs of non-bonded atoms becomes nonzero above the
characteristic temperature T  , which is the temperature of
the simulations, and thus our simulations are carried out
in the limit of hard-sphere interactions.
We find that for both Leu and Ile dipeptides the system is able to rapidly sample the sterically allowed backbone dihedral angle (/-w) space. In contrast, sampling
of the side-chain dihedral angle (v1-v2) space is slow due
to the high energy barriers that separate different sterically allowed v1-v2 combinations. To efficiently sample
v1-v2 space, we first performed Ns 5 64 simulations of
the dipeptides with random initial velocities and sidechain conformations in each of Nb 5 9 120 3120 boxes
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in v1-v2 space for a sufficient amount of time to equilibrate the /-w degrees of freedom.36 During these simulations, we saved Nt ¼ 105 static snapshots of the system
(that is, the bond lengths, bond angles, x dihedral
angles, / and w) equally spaced in time. For each snapshot s and initial condition c, we evaluated the Boltzmann weight at each dihedral angle combination v1 and
v2 and temperature T  :
Psceq ðv1 ; v2 Þ



2V ðv1 ; v2 Þ
/ exp
T



Nt X
Ns
1 X
P eq ðv ; v Þ
Ns Nt s¼1 c¼1 sc 1 2

The Coil-3 library contains NL ¼ 56; 009 and NI ¼ 34;
098 Leu and Ile residues, respectively, including both
buried and surface residues. The observed probability
distributions are calculated using

(7)
o
PL;I
ðv1 ; v2 Þ ¼

with v1 and v2 sampled in 58 increments. We then averaged the Boltzmann weight over snapshots and initial
conditions,
P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ 

not occur in a-helical or b-sheet secondary structures, are
not pre-proline residues, or located in turns. The ‘Wu
Coil-3’ library was developed to remove the oversampling
of a-helix backbone conformations in the PDB. We obtain
similar results using other coil libraries.42,43

(8)

the distribution in v1-v2 space such that
Ðand normalized
dv1 dv2 P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ ¼ 1.
We also coarse-grained the equilibrium probabilities P eq
ðv1 ; v2 Þ over each of the Nb 120 3120 regions in v1-v2
eq
space to yield the discrete probabilities Pj ,
eq
with
¼ 1; . . . ; Nb . Pj is normalized such that Nb21
PNb j eq
j¼1 Pj ¼ 1 as shown in Figure 3. The discrete equilibrium probabilities were compared with the results from a
Markov chain analysis that yields the steady-state probabilities probabilities in each v1-v2 region given trajectories of
v1 ðtÞ and v2 ðtÞ for each initial condition over long
times.40,41 Details of the Markov chain analysis are provided in the Supporting Information.
To study the influence of the backbone bond angles j
(Leu) and k (Ile) on the transition probabilities between
different side-chain conformations, we also performed
Langevin Dynamics simulations with elevated average
values hji and hki compared to the average values
obtained from protein crystal structures. We considered
 1 and hj2 i ¼ j0 > j
2
three cases: (1) hj1 i ¼ j0 > j
 1 and hk2 i ¼ k0 > k
 2 ); (2) only hj1 i
(hk1 i ¼ k0 > k
 1 ); and (3) only hj2 i
 1 (only hk1 i ¼ k0 > k
¼ j0 > j
 2 ), where j0 ¼
2
(only
hk2 i ¼ k0 > k
¼ j0 > j
 1 ¼ 110:6 61:8 , and j
 2 ¼ 111:1 61:8 ;
114:5 61 ; j
 1 ¼ 111:2 61:6 , and k
2 ¼
and k0 ¼ 114:5 61 ; k


110:7 61:4 . Note that the standard deviations of the
bond angle distributions in each of the three constrained
simulations were smaller than those obtained from protein crystal structures.
We compare the results for the equilibrium side-chain
dihedral angle distributions P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ with the out-ofequilibrium distributions P o ðv1 ; v2 Þ obtained from Leu
and Ile residues in protein crystal structures in the ‘Coil-3’
library.28 This library is derived from protein crystal structures with resolution  2:0Å, R-factor  0:2, and a 50%
sequence identity cutoff, but only includes residues that do

Nðv1 2 Dv2 1 < v1 < v1 1 Dv2 1 and v2 2 Dv2 2 < v2 < v2 1 Dv2 2 Þ
;
NL;I Dv1 Dv2

(9)
where
NL;I ðv1 2 Dv2 1 < v1 < v1 1 Dv2 1 and v2 2 Dv2 2 < v2
Dv2
< v2 1 2 Þ is the number of Leu or Ile residues in the
Coil-3 library that have side-chain dihedral angle combinations in a bin with area Dv1 Dv2 centered on ðv1 ; v2 Þ.
RESULTS
We performed Langevin Dynamics simulations of hardsphere models with stereochemical constraints for Leu and
Ile dipeptide mimetics (Fig. 2). With these simulations, we
are able to rapidly sample all sterically allowed backbone
dihedral angle combinations (/, w) and transition frequently between the a-helical and b-sheet backbone conformations through the bridge region [Fig. 3(a)].36 By
contrast, although we observe rapid transitions between
some side-chain dihedral angle combinations (v1, v2),
transitions between others are orders of magnitude less frequent. Thus, instead of using long-time averages to measure the equilibrium probability distributions P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ,
we averaged the Boltzmann factor at each ðv1 ; v2 Þ over all
backbone dihedral angle, bond length, and bond angle
combinations sampled during the Langevin Dynamics simulations (right column of Fig. 3). The resulting equilibrium
distributions were validated against the results of Markov
chain analyses. (See Supporting Information.)
Leucine

The equilibrium side-chain dihedral angle distributions
eq
P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ (as well as the coarse-grained probabilities Pj )
for Leu are shown in Figure 3. We display the side-chain
dihedral angle distributions associated with the complete
/-w map, in addition to the a, b0 (b-sheet and PPII ), and
bridge regions separately. Similar results for the side-chain
dihedral angle distributions for Leu were shown previously26,27. The most probable side-chain conformations
occur in boxes 5, 6, 8, and 9 (where 6 and 8 are more frequent than 5 and 9), whereas boxes 2, 3, 4, and 7 are
rarely populated. Box 1 is never populated.
The Leu dipeptide can freely interconvert between
side-chain dihedral angle combinations in boxes 5, 6, 8
and 9; whereas side-chain conformations in boxes 2 and
PROTEINS
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Figure 3
Equilibrium probability distributions P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ [(b), (d), (f), and (h)]
for the side-chain dihedral angles in Leu obtained by averaging the
Boltzmann weight (Eq. 7) over (a) all sampled backbone conformations
/ and w or (c) b’ (180 < / < 20 and 50 < w < 180 ; 180 < /
< 200 and 180 < w < 120 ; 160 < / < 180 and 50 < w < 180 ),
(e) bridge (160 < / < 20 and 10 < w < 50 ), and (g) a
(160 < / < 20 and 120 < w < 210 ) regions (delineated by the
dashed and solid green lines). Values of the probability decrease from
dark to light as indicated on the color scale. The backbone and sidechain dihedral
angle distributions
Ð
Ð are normalized in each panel according to Pð/; wÞd/dw ¼ 1 and Pðv1 ; v2 Þdv1 dv2 ¼ 1. Coarse-grained
eq
probabilities P
Pj for each of the j ¼ 1; . . . ; 9 120 3120 boxes are also
eq
shown with j Pj ¼ 1. Figure 7 shows the analogous data for Ile.

3, or 4 and 7 are isolated from other boxes. Overall,
‘horizontal’ transitions (that is, changes in v1) are significantly more frequent than transitions in v2. This asymmetry in the dynamics can be explained by considering
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the structure of the Leu side-chain, which branches at
the Cg atom (Fig. 2). For Leu, potential clashes can arise
between two C atoms (Cd1 and Cd2 ) as v2 varies.
We also identify several features of P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ that
depend on the backbone conformation. Correlations
between backbone and side-chain conformations have
been observed before,44 and are expected since the
angles /, w, and v1 involve a common bond (NCa )21,45 and side-chain atoms can clash with main
chain atoms46 for particular values of v1, v2, /, and w.
For example, in Figure 3(h) we find that v1-v2 combinations in boxes 4 and 7 are much more infrequent when
/-w occurs in the a region as others have shown.18,47
In addition, when the backbone of the Leu dipeptide
occupies the bridge region, the v1-v2 combinations that
populate boxes 5 and 8 are shifted to larger values of v1
[compare Fig. 3(b,f)].
In previous studies of Alanine dipeptides,36 we identified a strong correlation between the main chain bond
angle s and transitions from a-helical to b-sheet backbone conformations and vice versa. In particular, when s
is large, the probability for transitions between a-helical
and b-sheet backbone conformations increases. For Leu
and Ile, we investigate whether there are similar correlations between the transition rates from one side-chain
conformation to another and the side-chain bond angles
j1 and j2 (Leu) or k1 and k2 (Ile) (Fig. 2).
In Figure 4(a), we decomposed v1-v2 space for Leu
into three frequently sampled and three transition
regions along v2. We then measured the probability distributions Pðj1 Þ and Pðj2 Þ in each v2 region. We find
that the distributions Pðj1 Þ and Pðj2 Þ in the frequently
sampled regions match the distributions expected from
Boltzmann weighting VBA [Eq. (3)] for j1 and j2. In
contrast, Pðj1 Þ and Pðj2 Þ for conformations in the transition regions are shifted to larger values compared to
 2 ¼ 111:1 6
 1 ¼ 110:6 61:8 and j
the mean values j

1:8 obtained from Boltzmann weighting VBA [Fig. 4(b)].
In particular, we find that side-chain conformations in
transition region (i) are associated with large j2, sidechain conformations in transition region (ii) are associated with large j1 and j2, and side-chain conformations
in region (iii) are associated with large j1. As shown in
Figure 4(c), elevated values of j1 and j2 are also found
in the transition regions for crystal structures in the
Coil-3 library,28 except in transition region (ii), where
there is little to no shift of the observed distributions Pð
j1 Þ or Pðj2 Þ.
From the Markov chain analysis, described in the Supporting Information, we can determine the 64 rates
(inverse lifetimes) 1=htij i for transitioning from a sidechain conformation in box i to one in box j. We exclude
transitions into and out of box 1 for Leu because we
never observe any. Transition rates are pictured as arrows
with their weight proportional to the natural logarithm
of the rate in Figure 5(a). As shown earlier in Figure

Leucine and Isoleucine Transitions

Figure 4
(a) Definitions of the transition (green shaded regions i, ii, and iii) and frequently sampled (unshaded) horizontal bands of the side-chain dihedral
angle v1-v2 space for Leu. The black solid lines provide an outline of the area in v1-v2 space that includes 90% of the conformations sampled during the simulations, which occur mostly in the frequently sampled unshaded bands. The horizontal lines that divide the transition and frequently
sampled bands are at v2 ¼ 35 ; 105 ; 140 ; 210 ; 270 , and 335 . (b)–(c) Probability distributions Pðj1 Þ (left column) and Pðj2 Þ (right column)
for the side-chain bond angles j1 and j2 (red histograms) for Leu for the three transition and three frequently sampled regions defined in (a). The
solid green lines show (b) the bond angle distributions from Boltzmann weighting the bond-angle potential VBA ðj1;2 Þ or (c) the bond angle distributions from the full Coil-3 database. The distributions Pðj1 Þ and Pðj2 Þ are obtained from (b) Langevin Dynamics simulations of the hard-sphere
model for the Leu dipeptide mimetic
and (c) Leu residues extracted from the Wu Coil-3 database of protein crystal structures.28 Each Pðj1 Þ and
Ð
Pðj2 Þ is normalized such that Pðj1;2 Þdj1;2 ¼ 1. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

3(b), transitions in v1 are in general much more frequent
than those in v2.
The fastest transition rates occur between side-chain
conformations in boxes 5, 6, 8, and 9 and between conformations in boxes 2 and 3. In contrast, some transition
rates are orders of magnitude smaller, for example, all
transitions into and out of boxes 4 and 7. The transition
rates between boxes 2 and 8, boxes 4 and 6, and several
others indicated by dashed arrows fall below our measurement threshold t0 =htmin i ¼ 1027 [Fig. 5(a)]. For
these transitions we therefore set htij i ¼ Rhtmin i, where
R 5 3.5. We chose this value of R because it minimizes
the root-mean-square deviation of the equilibrium probabilites from Boltzmann sampling and the Markov chain
analysis. The outcome of this minimization is shown in
Figure 5(b), where we show excellent agreement for the
equilibrium probabilities of side-chain dihedral angle
combinations in boxes 2–9 for Leu from Boltzmann sampling (green) and the Markov chain analysis (blue).

We also performed Langevin Dynamics simulations
with the side-chain bond angles j1 and j2 constrained so
that their average values are larger than their original
 2 . Such simulations allow us to
 1 and j
average values j
determine the influence of these changes on the transition rates between side-chain conformations. In particular, these simulations allow us to determine which of the
64 transitions between boxes for Leu are affected by
increasing the average bond angles hj1 i and hj2 i (Fig.
 1 and
6). We consider the three cases: (1) hj1 i ¼ j0 > j
 2 [panel (b)], (2) only hj1 i ¼ j0 > j
1
hj2 i ¼ j0 > j
 2 [panel (d)],
[panel (c)], and (3) only hj2 i ¼ j0 > j
 1 ¼ 110:6 61:8 , and j
2 ¼
where j0 ¼ 114:5 61 ; j


111:1 61:8 . We find that larger values of hj1 i increase
the transition rates between boxes 4 and 7 and boxes 3
and 9, that is, primarily transitions between different values of v2. Larger values of hj2 i also increase transition
rates between boxes 4 and 7, as well as transitions
between boxes 2 and 5 and boxes 3 and 6. The increases
PROTEINS
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Figure 5
(a) The transition rates (inverse lifetimes) for Leu between side-chain conformations in different v1-v2 boxes obtained from Markov chain analyses
are pictured as arrows with widths that are given by the natural logarithm
of the transition rate. The transition rate scale ranges from a maximum of
1024 to a minimum of 1027 (in units of t021 ). The dotted arrows indicate
transitions with rates that are below the measurement threshold of the
eq
simulations. (b) Comparison of the equilibrium probabilities Pj for sidechain conformations in boxes j ¼ 1; . . . ; 9 for Leu obtained from the
Markov chain analysis of the rates in (a) (blue, dark) and Boltzman
weighting at each v1-v2 combination (green, light) [as given Fig. 3(b)].
The probabilities agree to within 3%. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6

in the transition rates that result from larger values of j1
and j2 are consistent with the results shown in Figure
4(b). (See Supporting Information for visualizations of
Leu dipeptides undergoing transitions from one sidechain rotameric state to another along v1 or v2.)
Isoleucine

We also performed the same Langevin Dynamics simulations of Ile dipeptides as we did for Leu. (Fig. 2). We
display the side-chain dihedral angle distributions associated with the complete /-w map, in addition to the a,
b’ (b-sheet and PPII), and bridge regions separately (Fig.
7). When we average over all backbone conformations,
we find that the most probable v1-v2 combinations occur
in boxes 3, 5, and 6 with P eq  19%, 33%, and 15%,
respectively.26,27 Boxes 4, 8, and 9 are less probable with
P eq  13%, 10%, and 7%, respectively. Boxes 1, 2, and 7
are very rarely sampled. We also find that the regions of
high probability in the frequently sampled boxes are
elongated in v2 direction, rather than the v1 direction as
found for Leu, which indicates that transitions between
frequently sampled v1-v2 combinations are impeded
along v1. In contrast to Leu, the side-chain of Ile
branches at Cb (Fig. 2), and thus transitions along v1
can be hindered by possible clashes involving two heavy
atoms (Cg1 and Cg2 ) rather than only one for v2.
The equilibrium distributions P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ for Ile are
qualitatively similar for a and b’ backbone conformations. However, the distribution is very different for
backbone conformations in the bridge region, where only
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Transition rates (inverse lifetimes) for Leu between side-chain conformations in different v1-v2 boxes obtained from Markov chain analyses
of Langevin Dynamics simulations for several different constrained
side-chain backbone angle distributions PðjÞ: (a) unconstrained simula 1 and hj2 i ¼ j
 2 ; constrained simulations
tions with averages hj1 i ¼ j
 1 and hj2 i ¼ j
 2 , (c) hj1 i ¼ j
 1 and
with (b) hj1 i ¼ j0 > j
 2 , and (d) hj1 i ¼ j0 > j
 1 and hj2 i ¼ j0 > j
 2 , where
hj2 i ¼ j0 > j
j0 ¼ 114:5 . The rates are pictured as arrows with widths that are given
by the natural logarithm of the transition rate with maximum 1024
and minimum of 1027 (in units of t021 ). The dotted arrows indicate
transitions with rates that are below the measurement threshold of the
simulations. The red (light) arrows in (b)–(d) indicate several of the
important transition rates from the constrained simulations that are
different from those in (a). [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

side-chain conformations in boxes 4, 5, and 7 are
sampled with probabilities above 5%. This result emphasizes that the backbone conformation strongly influences
the sampling of v1-v2 combinations in Ile.
We also investigated correlations between the sidechain bond angles k1 and k2 (Fig. 2) and transitions
between v1-v2 combinations for Ile. In Figure 8(a), we
divide v1-v2 space into 6 regions (vertical columns)
along v1: 3 transition and 3 frequently sampled regions.
The equilibrium bond angle distributions Pðk1 Þ and Pð
k2 Þ for each region are shown in Figure 8(b). For all
three transition regions, we find elevated values for either
k1 or k2 compared to the distribution obtained from
Boltzmann weighting VBA. In both transition regions 1
 1 ¼ 111:2 61:6 and hk2 i > k
2
and 2, we find hk1 i > k


¼ 110:7 61:4 , whereas in transition region (iii),
 1 , but hk2 i  k
 2 . Similar results are found for
hk1 i > k

Leucine and Isoleucine Transitions

protein crystal structures in the Coil-3 library, except for
k1 in transition region (i).
The
transition
rates
(defined
as
inverse
lifetimes, obtained via Markov chain analyses) between
boxes of v1-v2 combinations are shown as arrows in Figure 9(a). As mentioned above, transitions along v2 are
much more frequent than along v1. The most frequent
transitions occur between boxes 5 and 8, 6 and 9, 4 and
7, and 1 and 7. A consistency check on the two methods
(that is, Boltzmann weighting and Markov chains) for
calculating the equilibrium probabilities is shown in Figure 9(b). The agreement is within ⱗ5%, which provides
an error estimate for the calculated equilibrium
probabilities.
We have shown that transitions along v1 between frequently sampled v1-v2 combinations are correlated with
elevated values of k1 and k2, but does the converse also
hold? To address this question we constrained the sam 1 or hk2 i > k
 2,
pling of k1 and k2 so that either hk1 i > k
or both. As shown in Figure 10, many of the transitions
along v1 are increased with larger values of hk1 i and
hk2 i. In particular, transitions between boxes 5 and 6
increase with elevated hk1 i and between boxes 2 and 3
with elevated hk2 i. These results are consistent with the
transition region k1;2 distributions seen in Figure 7.

DISCUSSION

Figure 7
Equilibrium probability distributions P eq ðv1 ; v2 Þ [(b), (d), (f), and (h)]
for the side-chain dihedral angles in Ile obtained by averaging the
Boltzmann weight (Eq. 7) over (a) all sampled backbone conformations
/ and w or (c) b0 (180 < / < 20 and 50 < w < 180 ; 180 < /
< 200 and 180 < w < 120 ; 160 < / < 180 and 50 < w < 180 ),
(e) bridge (160 < / < 20 and 10 < w < 50 ), and (g) a
(160 < / < 20 and 120 < w < 210 ) regions (delineated by the
dashed and solid green lines). Values of the probability decrease from
dark to light as indicated on the color scale. The backbone and sidechain dihedral
angle distributions
Ð
Ð are normalized in each panel according to Pð/; wÞd/dw ¼ 1 and Pðv1 ; v2 Þdv1 dv2 ¼ 1. Coarse-grained
eq
probabilities P
Pj for each of the j ¼ 1; . . . ; 9 120 3120 boxes are also
eq
shown with j Pj ¼ 1. Figure 3 shows the analogous data for Leu.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

We present the results of a computational study whose
goals were to determine the equilibrium distribution of
the side-chain dihedral angles v1 and v2 for the amino
acids Leu and Ile and also to identify the mechanism by
which the inter-conversions between side-chain dihedral
angle conformations occur. It is, of course, desirable to
compare our computational results with experimental
data. However, the data on side-chain dihedral angle distributions is limited and by no means definitive. Experimental data on the mechanism of inter-conversion
between different side-chain conformations, to our
knowledge, does not exist.
There are two main types of data with which we can
compare the results of our calculations: data from highresolution crystal structures of proteins and data from
NMR studies of proteins in solution. Various researchers
have curated “coil libraries” from the PDB in an effort
to remove the influences of stretches of secondary structure and ‘average out’ local environmental differences.
Although different groups use similar methods to curate
such coil libraries, the results can be quite different. This
is especially true for estimates of the relative populations
of different side-chain conformations - the data we are
most interested in. As an illustration of this, in the ‘Wu
coil-3’ library,28 analysis of the relative proportions of
different side-chain conformations of Leu residues with
a-helical backbone /-w values, gives the populations of
PROTEINS
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Figure 8
(a) Definitions of the transition (green shaded regions i, ii, and iii) and frequently sampled (unshaded) vertical bands of the side-chain dihedral
angle v1-v2 Þ space for Ile. The black solid lines provide an outline of the area in v1-v2 space that includes 90% of the conformations sampled during the simulations, which occur mostly in the frequently sampled unshaded bands. The vertical lines that divide the transition and frequently
sampled bands are at v1 ¼ 30 , 95 ; 165 ; 230 ; 270 , and 330 . (b)-(c) Probability distributions Pðk1 Þ (top row) and Pðk2 Þ (bottom row) for the
side-chain bond angles k1 and k2 (red histograms) for Ile for the three transition and three frequently sampled bands defined in (a). The solid
green lines show the (b) bond angle distributions from Boltzmann weighting the bond-angle potential VBA ðk1;2 Þ or (c) the bond angle distributions
from the full Coil-3 database. The distributions Pðk1 Þ and Pðk2 Þ are obtained from (b) Langevin Dynamics simulations of the hard-sphere model
for the Ile dipeptide mimetic
and (c) Ile residues extracted from the Wu Coil-3 database of protein crystal structures.28 Each Pðk1 Þ and Pðk2 Þ is
Ð
normalized such that Pðk1;2 Þdk1;2 ¼ 1. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

v1 as 24% in t and 75% in g-/m (Table I); whereas in
the coil library of Swindells et al.43 for Leu residues with
a-helical backbone /-w values, the same analysis gives
the populations of v1 as 48% in t and 51% in g-/m
(Table I). Our prediction for Leu in an a-helical confor-
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mation is much closer to the result from the Swindells
coil library, as we predict 54% in t and 46% in g-/m
(Table I). In contrast, our prediction for the relative proportions of different side-chain conformations of Ile residues with a-helical backbone values is much closer to

Leucine and Isoleucine Transitions

Figure 9
(a) The transition rates (inverse lifetimes) for Ile between side-chain conformations in different v1-v2 boxes obtained from Markov chain analyses
are pictured as arrows with widths that are given by the natural logarithm
of the transition rate. The transition rate scale ranges from a maximum of
1024 to a minimum of 1027 (in units of t021 ). The dotted arrows indicate
transitions with rates that are below the measurement threshold of the
eq
simulations. (b) Comparison of the equilibrium probabilities Pj for sidechain conformations in boxes j ¼ 1; . . . ; 9 for Leu obtained from the
Markov chain analysis of the rates in (a) (blue, dark) and Boltzman
weighting at each v1-v2 combination (green, green) (as given Fig. 7(b)).
The probabilities agree to within 5%. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

the ‘Wu coil-3’ library, as we predict v1 populations of
31% for t and 60% for g-/m (Table I); and ‘Wu coil-3’
predicts 16% and 64% for t and g-/m respectively (Table
I). In this case, Swindells predicts 47% and 14% for t
and g-/m (Table I). See Table I and Supporting Information Figures S10 and S11 for a more detailed comparison
between our predictions and the coil library results.
Alternatively, researchers seek to measure side-chain
dihedral angle conformational preferences using NMR
methods, with the advantages that the proteins are in
solution and it may be possible to collect data on both
the folded and denatured protein. Doubly 15 N and 13 C
labeled proteins allow intra-residue homo- and heteronuclear coupling constants 3 J ðC 0 ; C g Þ and 3 J ðN ; C g Þ to
be measured, from which side-chain dihedral angles can
be calculated.5 Alternatively researchers make use of the
relationship between 13 C chemical shifts and the 3 J ðC d ;
C a Þ coupling constant to estimate the side-chain dihedral angle from 13 C chemical shifts.7–9
In these experiments, side-chain dihedral angle conformations for proteins in solution are usually determined
from these or other J-couplings by using the Karplus
equation.48 Chou et al.48 have pioneered the use of
these backbone and side-chain dipolar couplings in small
proteins to derive a consistent set of Karplus parameters.
Side-chain dihedral angle distributions measured in this
fashion are the experimental data that would be needed
to validate or falsify our predicted distributions. However, to date, the NMR methods to determine side-chain
dihedral angles have limitations and the results are not
sufficiently clear-cut to allow a meaningful comparison.
For instance, the correlation between the Leu C d 13 C

Figure 10
Transition rates (inverse lifetimes) for Ile between side-chain conformations in different v1-v2 boxes obtained from Markov chain analyses of
Langevin Dynamics simulations for several different constrained sidechain backbone angle distributions PðkÞ: (a) unconstrained simulations
 1 and hk2 i ¼ k
 2 ; constrained simulations with
with averages hk1 i ¼ k
 1 and hk2 i ¼ k
 2 , (c) hk1 i ¼ k
 1 and hk2 i ¼ k0 > k
 2,
(b) hk1 i ¼ k0 > k
 1 and hk2 i ¼ k0 > k
 2 , where k0 ¼ 114:5 . The
and (d) hk1 i ¼ k0 > k
rates are pictured as arrows with widths that are given by the natural
logarithm of the transition rate with maximum 1024 and minimum of
1027 (in units of t021 ). The dotted arrows indicate transitions with rates
that are below the measurement threshold of the simulations. The red
(light) arrows in (b)-(d) indicate several of the important transition
rates from the constrained simulations that are different from those in
(a). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

chemical shifts and the coupling constant shows strong
correlation for some proteins (glycophorin),11 but a
weak correlation for others (staphylococcal nuclease).13
Another limitation is the extremely small amount of
NMR data on side-chain conformational preferences, as
seen for example in an early widely cited article that
attempted to use coupling constants to determine the v1
populations in the denatured state of Hen Egg White
Lysozyme (13 C, 15 N labeled protein in 8M urea pH 2).5
This protein contains 12 Leu residues of which only six
could be assigned. The handful of other proteins whose
side-chain dihedral angle distributions have been studied
in this fashion contain similarly small numbers of Leu
residues. Rapid inter-conversion between conformers is
assumed, and measured coupling constants are converted
into fractional occupancies as population weighted averages. Thus, we are still lacking a sufficiently reliable
experimental grasp on measuring transition rates
between different side-chain conformations. It would be
PROTEINS
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Table I
Comparison between observed and predicted v1 conformations, in percentages, as extracted from hard-sphere langevin dynamics (LD) simulations and two different coil libraries: Thornton and colleagues (a/coil
and b/coil)43 and Wu and colleagues (Coil-3).28

Leu (a) LD
Leu (a) a/coil
Leu (a) Coil-3
Leu (b) LD
Leu (b) b/coil
Leu (b) Coil-3
Ile (a) LD
Ile (a) a/coil
Ile (a) Coil-3
Ile (b) LD
Ile (b) b/coil
Ile (b) Coil-3

g1/p

t

g2/m

0.1
0.7
1.3
5.3
2.5
0.5
9.0
38.8
19.6
24.2
39.4
19.9

54.0
47.9
23.7
45
33.7
24.2
30.8
46.7
15.5
20.9
10.1
9.6

45.9
51.4
75
49.7
63.8
75.3
60.2
13.5
63.9
54.9
50.5
70.5

v1 probabilities are presented as a function of different backbone conformations
in coil regions of proteins. We label the different v1 states based on two different
nomenclatures, g1/t/g-50 and p/t/m32; where g1/p 5 0 < v1 < 120 ,
t 5 120 < v1 < 240 , and g-/m 5 240 < v1 < 360 .

very interesting to relate the transition probabilities
between rotameric states observed in our simulations to
some experimental order parameters, like spin relaxation
measurements, but this is still a challenge.49 Another
example is glycophorin,11 where the abundance in the t
state of each of its eight Leu residues in the trans conformation of v1 is measured. The measured abundances
range from 29% to 68%. Similarly, for the five Leu residues of Fyn SH3 domain,9 the fraction of each residue
in the t conformation in the unfolded state varies from
62% to 68%, and in the folded state from 58% to 85%.
In summary, the current lack of experimental data on
Leu and Ile side-chain conformational preferences prevents a definitive test of the predicted distributions Pðv1 ;
v2 Þ of the side-chain dihedral angles for Leu and Ile
from the hard-sphere dipeptide model. For our studies
of the main-chain dihedral angles and inter-conversions
between them,36 there is much more experimental data
and our results from the hard-sphere dipeptide model
match the data well. Thus, we encourage additional
experimental studies of the side-chain dihedral angle distributions for Leu and Ile so that our predictions from
the hard-sphere dipeptide model can be quantitatively
tested.

CONCLUSION
A fundamental understanding of the backbone and
side-chain conformational preferences of amino acids
would dramatically improve protein structure prediction
and design. To address this issue, we performed Langevin
Dynamics simulations of leucine and isoleucine dipeptide
mimetics using a minimal model that includes only ster-
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eochemical constraints and repulsive hard-sphere Lennard-Jones interactions between non-bonded atoms. We
have previously shown that such a model predicts backbone conformation probabilities that are consistent with
both random coil libraries and experimental data on
short peptides. In this study, we build upon this validated method to predict relative populations of sidechain dihedral angle combinations, for which there is
not yet definitive experimental data. In addition, our
studies reveal the mechanism of conversion between
side-chain conformations.
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